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Accelerate your 
business benefits
Build–Operate-Transfer

Companies feel the need to do more with analytics and big 
data to enhance their supply chain planning and forecasting 
processes. At the same time, there is uncertainty about which 
direction and approach to take. For instance: ‘’How do you turn 
data into insights that add business value?’’ Or “How do you 
embed fit-for-purpose analytics in the planning cycle?” Just a 
couple examples of the challenges planning departments face.

The Build-Operate-Transfer method  
To get you started on the road to excellent forecasting and 
planning, Planning Services developed a worry-free, efficient 
and customized method. With advanced analytics and proactive 
reporting, you can steer your business in the right direction. You 
just have to know how.

Empowering you to excel in planning & forecasting
That’s where we come in. Planning Services begins by building 
and operating processes for you, while gradually transferring 
our knowledge and expertise to your in-house staff. Instead of 
having to continually outsource, you build a highly qualified in-
house team you can rely on to forecast and plan your business 
operations.

The Build-Operate-Transfer method does much more than 
improve the quality of planning & forecasting processes. It 
enables you to grab business benefits directly while your in-
house planning capability grows steadily due to training and 
on-the-job coaching.
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Accelerate business benefits by outsourcing 
Planning Services applies a proven method to design, build and 
connect fit-for-purpose analytics to your planning cycle; one that 
turns data into insights, adding true business value directly. This 
allows you to quickly improve the quality and efficiency of your 
own forecasting and planning processes.

Together with you, we run and execute the planning cycle. After 
your new organization has been installed and your employees 
have been fully trained and coached, outsourced activities are 
scaled down and your team runs its own high-quality forecasting 
and planning process.

Areas of expertise
• Forecasting & Demand management: 

Best possible forecast based on internal or external data using 
latest statistical techniques.

• Inventory & Supply optimization: 
Optimized single/multi-echelon parameter settings using 
unique analytical models.

• End-to-End supply chain insights:  
Powerful visualizations turning data into actionable insights to 
facilitate fast decision making.

Build-operate-transfer

Planning Services

3 steps to planning excellence

Step 1 – Build
• Run Proof-of-Concept
• Configure analytics and reporting engines at Planning 

Services
• Connect your process

Step 2 – Operate
• Regular forecast and planning parameter optimization by 

Planning Services
• Tailored actionable insights shared as a service
• Drive continuous improvement

Step 3 - Transfer
• Handover from Planning Services to you
• Run training programme
• Coach on the job

EyeOn promise
We implement proven innovations to raise your 
forecasting and planning performance. We work in the 
most pragmatic way possible, based on our knowledge 
and experience in over hundred large, international 
companies. We develop and implement the best fit-for-
purpose improvements with real impact.

Why connecting to Planning Services? 
By connecting to our services your planning performance gets 
an instant boost. We increase forecast accuracy and reduce 
bias, lower inventories and improve service levels. We enable 
planners and the organization to rapidly transform to the next 
planning level. And deliver clear insights to your specific planning 
needs, to shape your future planning capabilities at your own 
pace. 

How can we help you? 
Lighten your load. Let us assist you with advanced forecasting, 
inventory optimization and end-to-end supply chain insights. 
Make use of our specialised planning and forecasting resources 
to get ahead. 

Interested?
You can contact us at planningservices@eyeon.nl for more 
information or to make an appointment. 


